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Abstract

The rapid growth of online educational videos has re-
sulted in huge redundancy. The same underlying con-
tent is often available in multiple videos with vary-
ing quality, presenter, and presentation style (slide
show, whiteboard presentation, demo, etc). The fact
that there are so many videos on the same content
makes it important to retrieve videos that are at-
tuned to user preferences. While there are several
aspects that drive user engagement, we focus on the
presentation style of the video. Based on a large scale
manual study, we identify the 11 dominant presenta-
tion styles that typically employed. We propose a ref-
erence algorithm combining a set of 3-Way Decision
Forests with probabilistic fusion and using a large set
of image, face and motion features. We analyze our
empirical results to provide understanding of the dif-
ficulties of the problem and to highlight directions
for future research on this new application. We also
make the data available.

1 Introduction

The availability of educational videos on the web is
growing rapidly. For instance, YouTube Education
alone contains over 700,000 high quality educational
videos from over 800 channels [13] such as the Khan
Academy. Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs)
such as Coursera, EdX and Udacity are quickly gain-
ing in popularity as radically new approaches to pro-
viding education. Research in the education litera-

ture has shown that the visual style of learning can
effect content retention [19] and improve concept un-
derstanding [14], especially when paired with tradi-
tional course materials such as textbooks.

The proliferation of content has also resulted in
massive redundancy. For instance, there are over 30
videos on YouTube on the topic of “the law of conser-
vation of mass”. For a user looking for a video on this
topic, which one of these 30 videos would they pre-
fer? This redundancy makes it important to account
for user preferences during search while maintaining
relevancy.

There are many facets to user preferences in the
context of educational videos, including video quality,
the nature of the presenter (e.g. is the speaker lively?)
[12], and the presentation style (e.g. is the video a
demonstration of the law, or is it an animation of
it?). Understanding these facets allows algorithms to
retrieve content that respect user preferences. Video
search engines (e.g. Google or Bing Videos) might
provide additional filters to re-rank results based on
these preferences, analogous to faceted filters for im-
age search [9]. We can also enrich the experience
of a student learning from a digital form of a text-
book in an electronic device with multimedia content
augmentations that are attuned to their preferences
[1, 12, 10].

The creators of educational videos use different
styles in presenting the content. Examples include
whiteboard lectures, video recordings of experiments,
and slideshows. In this paper, we first identify all the
major styles in a large scale study. We also propose
a baseline algorithm and carefully analyze its perfor-
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mance. The main contributions of our paper are:
• We introduce the application of inferring the pre-

sentation style of an educational video. We enu-
merate the 11 dominant presentation styles.

• We collect and label two datasets with differ-
ent style distributions. We make these datasets
available to the community to allow further
progress.

• We propose a reference algorithm combining
a set of 3-Way Decision Forest classifiers with
probabilistic fusion and which use a diverse set
of image, face, and motion features. Our results
show the importance of independently learn-
ing maximally discriminative classifiers between
pairs of classes (along with a background model),
and fusing the results in a principled probabilis-
tic manner.

• We present empirical results and ablation stud-
ies that highlight the practicality of our solution,
the importance of various feature types, and sug-
gest directions for future research.

1.1 Related Work: Web Video Cate-
gorization

The most closely related literature is the body of work
on categorizing web videos [11, 15, 16, 18, 21, 23] into
broad categories (e.g. humor, news, people and soci-
ety, etc) based on the content of the video. The
goal of this paper is to classify the style of pre-
sentation for a particular category of videos (educa-
tional videos). Our main contribution is introducing
this new video classification problem, one with di-
rect application to existing products such as video
search engines, video portals, and online education
providers.

Unlike the general video categorization problem,
there is no pre-existing classification scheme or tax-
onomy of styles; identifying the set of valid styles,
itself, becomes an important task. The styles of ed-
ucation videos are also less subjective than typical
video categories such as humour or news. This leads
to an easier labeling task and close to perfect inter-
annotator agreement. The more focused scenario also
makes it easier to develop more powerful features and
better classifiers.

RS - Slideshow RV - RS with Presenter RA - Animation

RP - Photographs RH - Hand-drawn Slides VN - Natural Video

VI - Interview VP - Writing on Paper VS - Projected Slides

VW - Whiteboard VB - Blackboard

Figure 1: The 11 classes of education video.

2 Education Video Presenta-
tion Styles

By examining thousands of videos we identified 11
dominant presentation styles. These styles fall into
two types, “rendered” videos (denoted “R”) where
the video is produced directly by a computer, and
“videos” captured by a camera (denoted “V”). With
this notation, the 11 presentation styles are (see Fig-
ure 1):

RS - Slideshow: The video is created with a
slideshow tool and is a video of the slides.

RV - Slideshow with a Video of the Presenter:
A video of the presenter added to the slides.

RA - Animation: These videos contain a com-
puter generated animation, which can vary from
quite simple to a “Hollywood” quality cartoon.

RP - Rendered Photographs: The video was
created as a set of photographs, possibly with
“Ken Burns” effect and overlaid text.

RH - Rendered Hand-drawn Slides: The slides
are hand-drawn using a computer tool and stylus
rather than using a real pen and paper.
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Figure 2: The class distributions of the two datasets.

VN - Natural Video: A “normal” video of some
phenomenon, scene, or demonstration.

VI - Video of an Interview: A video of someone
talking or explaining a concept.

VP - Video of Handwriting on Paper: A video
of someone writing with a pen on paper.

VS - Video of Projected Slides: A video of a
slideshow or slides projected onto a screen.

VW - Video of a Whiteboard: A video of some-
one in front of a whiteboard.

VB - Video of a Blackboard: A video of some-
one in front of a blackboard.

3 Curation of Labeled Datasets

We collected two data sets. Both consist of videos
from YouTube that were specifically tagged as “ed-
ucation.” They will be made available to other re-
searchers along with their class labels. The two
datasets were collected in slightly different ways lead-
ing to different distributions over the classes. See
Figue 2.

Dataset A - Textbook Videos: This dataset of
589 videos was collected by considering a text-
book and retrieving videos relevant to each sec-
tion of the book using the Comity algorithm
[2]. This dataset captures variability in the pre-
sentation styles, when the content of videos cor-
respond to a single theme. The ground-truth
labels were generated by one of the authors.

Dataset B - Videos With Transcripts: We col-
lected a second set of 1278 videos by consider-
ing all videos tagged ‘education’ that are avail-
able with a transcript. The presence of user-
uploaded transcripts serves as a proxy to re-
strict videos to be truly educational content.
This dataset captures the overall distribution of
presentation styles in educational videos. The
ground-truth labels were obtained using Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk. As there are 11 classes to
choose from, directly obtaining judgments using
Mechanical Turk is challenging. Therefore, we
obtained judgments in two phases: In the first
phase, judges were asked to label if the video
was predominantly a computer rendering (R) or
a video recording (V). In the second phase, the
videos were labeled for the (5 or 6) sub-classes
within the main category.

4 Video Representation

We represent each video by three broad classes of
features: “image” features i.e. features that can be
computed for each frame independently,“face” fea-
tures i.e. features that depend on detecting faces in
the video, and “motion” features i.e. features that de-
pend on how the video changes from frame to frame.
We use 21 features in total, 6 image features, 6 face
features, and 9 motion features.

4.1 Image Features

The presentation style is often very apparent from a
single frame in the video. For example, the top row
of Figure 3 includes one frame from a slideshow (RS)
and one frame from a natural video (VN). Visually,
the frames are very different. Distinguishing similar
images (hand-drawn line images and natural images)
is often performed by web image search engines, and
exposed as faceted search filters [9].

Similar features can be used in videos. The features
we use are based on the fact that regular photographs
and rendered graphics typically have very different
pixel and edge statistics [7, 17, 6]. For exmaple, in
the second row of Figure 3 we include the intensity
histograms computed by converting the images in the
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Figure 3: Our image features are based on the fact
that the intensity and gradient histograms are often
very different.

top row to greyscale and then binning the pixel inten-
sities into 64 bins each consisting of 4 possible grey
levels, bin00=[0,3], bin1=[4,7], ..., bin63=[252,255].
The slideshow has a dominant bin which corresponds
to the white background, whereas the natural video
has a fairly uniform distribution across bins. To al-
low invariance to the grey level of the background,
we first sort the bins by their values, from largest to

smallest. Suppose that the ith sorted intensity bin
of frame f in the video has a weight IBinSi(f). We
then compute the number of sorted bins required to
fill a certain “contrast” threshold Tcontrast fraction
of the pixels:

Contrast(f) = min
l

{
l :

l∑
i=0

IBinSi(f) ≥ Tcontrast

}
.

(1)
We then compute a contrast feature by averaging this
value across the video:

featcontrast =
1

#frames

#frames∑
f=1

Contrast(f). (2)

There is also often a significant difference in the
edge statistics across the classes [7, 17, 6]. In the
3rd a and 4th rows of Figure 3 we include histograms
of the gradient magnitude for the images. We split
the histogram so we can display the two parts at
different scales. In the 3rd row we include the his-
togram for fairly weak edges. In the 4th row we in-
clude the part of the histogram for stronger edges.
The slideshow image has relatively many zero gradi-
ents in the first bin due to the constant background,
relatively few weak, but non-zero gradients, and rel-
atively many very strong gradients due to the text

and lines in the slide. Suppose GBini(f) is the ith

gradient magnitude bin for frame f . We then de-
fine three more features: feat0-grad is the amount

of weight on average across the frames in the zero
gradient bin, featlow-grad is the amount of weight in

the first few non-zero bins, and feathigh-grad is the

amount of weight in the strongest edge bins.
We also spatially estimate the amount of intensity

noise in the video featnoise. We fit a linear model to
the pixel intensities in a 3 × 3 window and measure
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Figure 4: Sometimes images of faces appear in a slide
show. To distinguish between faces in a slide and a
video of a presenter, we check whether the face is
moving.

the standard deviation of the error of the actual in-
tensities from that model. Again, we average across
the frames.

The 6 image features consist of 2 contrast features
featcontrast for two different thresholds, feat0-grad,

featlow-grad, feathigh-grad, and featnoise.

4.2 Face Features

Some presentation styles prominently feature the face
of the presenter, whereas others do not. We therefore
introduce a face detection feature:

featface =
1

#frames

#frames∑
f=1

Face(f) (3)

Face( =

{
1 f has 1 face

0 otherwise.
(4)

We use a multiple instance generalization [24] of the
Viola-Jones algorithm [20].

This simple feature (featface) has a number of lim-
itations. As illustrated in Figure 4, sometimes a
slideshow (RS) might contain a face that is not that
of the presenter. One solution to this problem is to
check that the face is moving by computing the pix-
elwise difference between the current frame and the
previous frame. Specifically, we check that the aver-
age difference across pixels is above a threshold. We
denote this feature featmoving-face. We also compute

a second variant featmoving-face2 by checking to see

if the face box is moving (rather than the pixels in
it).

A second problem is that face detection can be
intermittent, particularly for slideshows containg a
video of the presenter because the side of the face
tends to be quite small. The combination of the small
face, poor video quality, and pose and illumination
changes can cause the face detector to fail on some
frames. One solution to this is to compute the length
of the longest segment of frames where no face is de-
tected: featface* =

1.0− 1

#frames-1
max
l≤k
{k − l : Face(f) = 0 ∀ f ∈ [l, k]}

(5)
So long as a face is detected every few frames the
modified feature will be close to 1.0 and an intermit-
tently failing detector will not be penalized much.
Similarly, we compute the longest segment of frames
where the face is always detected featface† which
gives a sense of how stable the detection is. Finally,
we compute the face size featface-size as the square
root of the average fraction of the area that is occu-
pied by the face.

In summary, the 6 face features are featface,
featmoving-face, featmoving-face2, featface∗,

featface†, and featface-size.

4.3 Motion Features

There are a wide variety of possible motion features.
Here, we break the possibilities into 3 types: (1) fea-
tures that measure how often motion occurs, the fre-
quency of motion, (2) features than measure how
much of the image moves, the amount of motion, and
(3) features that depend on the type of the motion.

4.3.1 Frequency of Motion

Some videos are always moving, whereas other videos
just move once in a while. For example, animations
(RA) are typically moving most of the time, whereas
slideshows (RS) only move when there is a slide tran-
sistion. In Figure 5 we plot the motion magnitude
across the frames in the video for an animation (RA)
and a slideshow (RS). We compute the magnitude of
the motion by first converting the frames to greyscale
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Figure 5: The frequency of motion varies consider-
ably.

and then computing:

MMag(f) =
1

256×#pixels

∑
x,y

|Ix,y(f)−Ix,y(f−1)|

(6)
where Ix,y(f) is the intensity of the grayscale pixel
(x, y) of frame f . To distinguish these different types
of videos, we introduce a motion frequency feature:

featmotf =
1

#frames - 1

#frames∑
f=2

Mot(f) (7)

Mot(f) =

{
1 MMag ≥ Tmotf
0 otherwise.

(8)

Like the face features, we add two variants computed
by measuring the longest segment of frames where
there is (featmotf*) or isn’t (featmotf†) motion.

4.3.2 Amount of Motion

Another thing that varies across videos is how much
of the frame moves. For example, in a video of ren-
dered hand-drawn slides (RH) a very small number
of pixels will be changing in each frame, just the pix-
els being edited. In a video of a person writing on
paper (VP), many more pixels will be changing be-
cause the moving hand is visible. See Figure 6. We
compute whether each pixel is moving independently:
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Figure 7: While some presentation styles (e.g. VN -
Natural Videos) contain a lot of non-rigid motion, for
others the motion is largely rigid (e.g. RP - Rendered
Photographs).

Mov(f, x, y) ={
1 if |Ix,y(f)− Ix,y(f − 1)| ≥ Tmotpix
0 otherwise.

(9)

and then compute the fraction of moving pixels:

FracMov(f) =
1

#pixels

∑
x,y

Mov(f, x, y). (10)

To make our features robust to extreme motions
during transistions, etc, we compute: featmota =
Percentilef (FracMov(f),Tmota) where Percentilef
sorts the values FracMov(f) and then chooses the
value at the Tmota percentile.
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4.3.3 Type of Motion

The type of motion varies across the presentation
styles. For example, in a “Ken Burns” effect in a
video of rendered photographs (RP), the motion
might be a single “rigid” pan and zoom. On the
other hand, in a natural video, there will likely
be lots of different non-rigid components to the
motion. We estimate the amount of non-rigid
motion by first computing optical flow [8, 3], then
estimating a rigid “pan and zoom” parametric
motion [4] from the optical flow. Finally, we subtract
the parametic motion from the optical flow and
compute the magnitude across the frame. Denote
the resulting non-rigid flow magnitude NRFlow(f).
Figure 7 compares NRFlow(f) across frames for a
video of rendered photographs (RP) and a natural
video (VP). Like the amount of motion features,
we use a percentile across frames to be robust
to extreme motion during transitions. We com-
pute featmott = Percentilef (NRFlow(f),Tmott).
We also compute a relative measure as
the fraction of the optical flow magnitude
(OFlow(f)) that is non-rigid: featmott2 =
Percentilef (NRFlow(f)/OFlow(f),Tmott2). Fi-
nally, we also compute a feature featmott3 =
Percentilef (OFRes(f),Tmott3) based on the Op-
tical Flow residual (OFRes(f)). One thing that
featmott3 captures is whether the changes in the
video are due to motion (small optical flow residual)
or due to the appearance and disappearance of
scene elements (for example in a slideshow.) It also
provides a second estimate of the noise in the video,
like featnoise.

In summary, the 9 motion features consist of 2
versions of featmotf for two different thresholds ,
two versions of featmota for two different thresholds,
and a single feature for each of featmotf∗, featmotf†,
featmott, featmott2, and featmott3.

4.4 Processing Time

Feature extraction typically takes around 20 seconds
for the 30 second video thumbnails in our datasets.
To achieve this level of efficiency, some of the features
are performed on a subsampling of the frames; for

example, face detection is run on every 5th frame.

5 Presentation Style Identifica-
tion

We pose the problem of presentation style identifi-
cation as a classification task over the 11 dominant
styles discussed in Section 2. We assume we are given
a labeled data set such that each video is represented
using the 21 features, x as described in Section 4, and
its corresponding style, y ∈ C. Given such as labeled
data set, we use an instantiation of ‘stacked general-
ization’ [22] that provides a rich framework for com-
bining varied feature sets and classifiers for increased
robustness and generalization. We first train multi-
ple base classifiers. The outputs of these classifiers,
which are now in the same space of prediction prob-
abilities, are combined to learn the final classifier.

The choice for the base classifiers is based on the
following observation: Multiple presentation styles
have shared characteristics that overlap considerably;
For example, both RV (slideshow with video of a pre-
senter) and VI (video of an interview) videos have
presenters in the video. Therefore, we would like
base classifiers that systematically focus on regions
of the discriminant surface between pairs of styles,
while treating the remaining styles as noise.

Algorithm 1 shows the classification algorithm used
in this paper. We first learn 3-way classifiers between
pairs of styles and an additional background category
(⊥) that consists of all styles other than the styles in
the pair under consideration. ⊥ captures the possibil-
ity that the true style can be different from the styles
in the pair. For this, we divide the training data L
into two non-overlapping subsets, B and S. We use B
to train all the K = 11×10/2 3-way classifiers. Once
all are trained, each training sample (x, y) ∈ S is rep-
resented using z which consists of 3×K features, the
prediction probabilities from the K classifiers. These
instances along with their labels are used to create a
new training set L′s which is used to train the final
classifier H.

TrainClassifier: We trained the component clas-
sifiers, Hc1c2 and H using Decision Forests [5]. A
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Algorithm 1 Presentation Style Identification

1: Input: L = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)} of n labeled
instances, where xj is the features of instance xj

and yn ∈ C is its style C ∈ {c1 · · · c11}
2: Output: H, a classifier trained on L
3: Split L into B and S
4: /* Train a 3-way classifier for each pair of styles */
5: Hpool = ∅
6: for all (c1, c2) ∈ ALLPairs(C) do
7: F = {(x, y) ∈ S | y = c1 or y = c2}
8: for all (x, y) ∈ S − F do
9: F = F ∪ {(x,⊥)}

10: end for
11: Hc1c2 = TrainClassifier({(xI , y) | (x, y) ∈ F})
12: Hpool = Hpool ∪Hc1c2

13: end for
14: /* Use all 3-way classifiers to embed instances*/
15: /* in the space of style membership probabilities.*/
16: Define L′

s = ∅
17: for all (x, y) ∈ S do
18: z′ = ∅
19: for all h ∈ Hpool do
20: zh = GetPredictionProbabilities(h,x)
21: z′ = z′ ∪ zh

22: end for
23: L′

s = L′
s ∪ {(z′, y)}

24: end for
25: H = TrainClassifier(L′

s)

Decision Forest is an ensemble of D Decision Trees,
{T i}, where each tree T iis independently trained us-
ing a random subset of feature-value combinations.
During prediction, the output from each tree is com-
bined to make the overall prediction for the forest.
In particular, we used additive model for predic-
tion (GetPredictionProbabilities) so that p(c =

cj |x, {T i}) =
∑

i p(c=cj |x,T i)

D . Each tree is trained
over a randomly chosen 25% of the features, with
replacement and searched over all values of the fea-
tures. Due to skewness in the data set, we balance
it with repeated sampling with replacement. We use
mutual information as the splitting criterion.

Parameters: Training is controlled by 3 param-
eters: the number of trees in the forest (200), the
maximum depth of a tree (6), and the maximum im-
balance when splitting a node (at least a 90–10 split.)
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DT DF Binary 3-Way 3-Way+PF

Average Accuray and StdDev Over 10 Splits
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Figure 8: A comparison of our algorithm (3-Way+PF
- a set of 3-way Decision Forests combined with prob-
abilistic fusion) with several baselines. DT - a multi-
class Decision Tree. DF - a multi-class Decision For-
est. Binary - a set of binary Decision Forests com-
bined with voting. 3-Way - a set of 3-way Decision
Forests combined with voting.

6 Experimental Results

We begin by comparing our algorithm with several
baselines: (1) a single multi-class Decision Tree, (2) a
multi-class Decision Forest, (3) a set of 2-way (single
style vs. all) binary Decision Forests combined using
voting, (4) a set of 3-way (style A vs. style B vs. all)
Decision Forests combined using voting, and (5) our
algorithm consisting of a set of 3-way Decision Forests
combined using probabilistic fusion. The Decision
Trees and Forests are always trained in the same way
(max depth 6, 200 trees per forest, at least a 90–10
split).

The results in Figure 8 show a consistent improve-
ment as we move from a Decision Tree to a Decision
Forest and on to a set of Binary or 3-Way Classifiers.
The best results are obtained by combining a 3-Way
Classifier with probabilistic fusion. We obtain around
80% accuracy on both datasets. The results show
the importance of: (1) learning class-pair specific de-
cision boundaries using Binary or 3-Way classifiers
(rather than using a monolithic multi-way classifier
such as a Decision Forest), and (2) the importance
of combining the outputs of the base classifiers in a
probabilistic manner (rather than by voting), some-
thing that can be formulated most naturally for a
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VN RS RA RH RP VI VW VP RV

VN 0.90 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00

RS 0.00 0.80 0.04 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04

RA 0.24 0.12 0.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

RH 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

RP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

VI 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.86 0.00 0.00 0.00

VW 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00

VP 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00

RV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.75

Dataset A - Videos corresponding to a textbook

VN RS VI RH VB VW VS RA RP

VN 0.76 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.09 0.04 0.03 0.00 0.00

RS 0.02 0.85 0.03 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.02

VI 0.15 0.00 0.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00

RH 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

VB 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.88 0.04 0.08 0.00 0.00

VW 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.11 0.67 0.11 0.00 0.00

VS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.88 0.00 0.00

RA 0.20 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.00

RP 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75

Dataset B - Videos with Transcripts

Figure 9: Confusion Matrices for our 3-Way+PF al-
gorithm.

3-way classifier.

We also studied the confusion matrices (see Fig-
ure 9) to understand the main sources of errors in
discriminating the classes. We arrange the classes in
the order of how frequently they appear in the two
datasets. The last few classes in each case have rel-
atively few examples and so their results should be
taken as less significant.

We identified three main errors: First, RA is com-
monly confused with VN and RS (.65 vs. .24 and
.12). This is not surprising as a slideshow (RS) with
a lot of animations can be similar to an animation
(RA), and a realistic animation can be very similar
to a natural video (VN). Second, we find some con-
fusion between whiteboard (VW), blackboard (VB),
and videos of projected slides (VS). Again, this is
not too surprising as visually they are quite similar,
with a person presenting in front of a screen/board.

It is possible we could do better at discriminating
VW and VB if we added color features than distin-
guish light and dark regions better. Finally, VI is
sometimes confused with VN, RS, and VW. Looking
at the intermediate results, we found these errors to
be caused largely by failures to detect low resolution
faces in the video thumbnails.

6.1 Ablation Studies: Importance of
Features

We also retained our 3-Way+PF algorithm on subsets
of features to investigate how important the various
feature are. In Figure 10 we include the results for
Dataset B. Our findings carry forward to Dataset A
and is omitted for space constraints. The classifica-
tion results show that the motion features alone are
the most powerful, but the removal of the face fea-
tures handicaps the algorithm the most. These re-
sults indicate that the motion and image features are
quite correlated and the inclusion of one can compen-
sate for the omission of the other. The face features
are more independent. Intuitively, this makes sense.
There are certain style pairs that critically depend on
face detection (VN vs. VI.) For other class pairs, a
combination of features is needed to achieve optimal
performance.

Studying the confusion matrices for the ablation
studies (see the supplemental material) revealed the
following: the image features are most important for
VN (natural videos) vs. VB, VS, and VW (videos
with a screen or board). The face features, as ex-
pected are most important for distinguishing VI from
other classes that feature faces less prominently. Fi-
nally, the motion features are important for a large
variety of class-pairs.

7 Conclusion

We introduced the problem of identifyin the presen-
tation style of an educational video. We identified 11
major presentation styles and proposed an approach
for inferring the particular style of an video based on
image, motion and face features. We will be releasing
the dataset to enable further research.
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Figure 10: Top Left: Classification accuracy of our 3-
Way+PF algorithm for different subsets of features.

We assumed that each video has is a single dom-
inant presentation style (During ground-truthing we
asked labelers to label what they felt was the dom-
inate style.) This is not always the case. A video
might start as an interview, and then shift to show
an experiment. A natural next step, therefore, is
to perform temporal segmentation and presentation
style identification jointly. Another possible direc-
tion could be to use any additional signals such as
the creator of the video, the audio track, or a tran-
script (when available.)
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